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Abstract. A conservation law, derived from properties of the energy-momentum
tensor, is used to establish uniqueness of suitably constrained solutions to the initial
boundary value problem of nonlinear elastodynamics. It is assumed that the region
is star-shaped, that the data are affine, and that the strain-energy function is strictly
rank-one convex and quasi-convex. It is shown how these assumptions may be succes-
sively relaxed provided that the class of considered solutions is correspondingly further
constrained.

1. Introduction. This paper examines uniqueness of locally smooth solutions to the
initial displacement boundary value problem of nonlinear homogeneous elastodynamics
in the absence of body-forces and on a bounded three-dimensional region. Weak solutions
are not necessarily unique, and smooth solutions do not in general exist globally in time.
Consequently, uniqueness is sought only in the class of sufficiently smooth solutions on
the maximal time interval of existence. Other investigations of uniqueness pertinent
to this problem include those by Hughes, Kato and Marsden [15], Wheeler [26], and
Dafermos [7], [8] who all assume a strongly elliptic strain energy function. In particular,
[15] demonstrates that in R

n a unique solution exists locally of class H(s+1) × Hs for
initial data in the same class, where Hs is the usual Hilbert space of order s, and
s > n/2 + 1. The discussion in [7], that extends to thermoelastodynamics, considers a
strongly elliptic entropy function and from estimates for continuous dependence on initial
data obtains uniqueness of a smooth solution in the class of weak solutions. A similar
result is established in [8] for a poly-convex entropy subject to certain other conditions.
A different convexity assumption, further examined by Sofer [25], is adopted by Knops,
Levine and Payne [20], who likewise establish uniqueness as a consequence of continuous
dependence estimates.
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By constrast, the present study considers a strain energy function that, although
eventually required merely to be bounded, initially is assumed to be quasi-convex and
(strictly) rank-one convex. The corresponding data must then be affine, the region
star-shaped, and deformation and velocity gradients together with stress suitably con-
strained. The generalised notions of convexity and restriction to a star-shaped region
are introduced by Knops and Stuart [21] in their discussion of uniqueness for the affine
displacement boundary value problem of nonlinear homogeneous elasticity without body
force. Similar to [21], a crucial component of the proof presented here is a conserva-
tion law, or integral identity, derived from properties of the energy-momentum (Eshelby)
tensor which now, however, is used to construct a differential inequality leading to a
contradiction and consequent uniqueness.

The generalised convexity notions, affine data, and star-shaped region are successively
discarded in favour of the deformation being further constrained by bounds on the strain
energy and additional bounds on higher order deformation gradients. The final result
involves no convexity assumptions and is consistent with the well-known conclusion for
the initial boundary value problem of linear elastodynamics where only existence of a
strain energy is required for uniqueness. (See Brun [4], [5] or Knops and Payne [18],
[19]). The absence of generalised convexity conditions, even for smooth data, is a likely
cause of instability, but it is worth remarking that the imposition of constraints is well
known in the stabilisation of ill-posed problems.

Section 2 disposes of notation, defines the initial displacement boundary value prob-
lem, and derives the conservation law subsequently required. Requisite properties of
the difference between two distinct locally smooth solutions are also established. Fur-
ther average properties of this difference in terms of a certain time dependent function
are presented in Section 3, and a differential inequality constructed for this function.
Section 4 uses the inequality together with a quasi-convex and rank-one convex strain
energy function to demonstrate uniqueness of a suitably constrained solution to the
affine displacement boundary value problem on a star-shaped region. The constraints
prescribe bounds on the deformation and velocity gradients, and also on the Piola-
Kirchhoff stress tensor. Finally, Section 5 first discards the notion of quasi-convexity
to obtain uniqueness for general but sufficiently smooth initial and displacement bound-
ary data in the class of locally smooth solutions further constrained by additional pre-
scribed bounds on third order deformation gradients, and the strain energy. Rank-one
convexity and a star-shaped region are subsequently also abandoned, and uniqueness es-
tablished for locally smooth solutions which, besides the constraints already introduced,
satisfy certain bounded boundary behaviour. All the uniqueness proofs depend upon a
contradiction obtained from the same fundamental differential inequality adapted to
the various constitutive assumptions and constraints on the solution. The respective
treatments, however, require only slight modification to accommodate the different cir-
cumstances.

It is assumed throughout that the data are compatible with the existence of an ap-
propriately smooth solution on a maximal time interval.

A preliminary version of the results reported here is included in [17].
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2. Notation and basic concepts. A nonlinear homogeneous compressible elastic
material in its reference configuration occupies the bounded region Ω ∈ R

3 of three-
dimensional Euclidean space and has piecewise smooth boundary ∂Ω on which the unit
outward normal is N . The material is set in motion by prescribed initial defomation and
velocity, together with specified time-dependent boundary deformation. Zero body force
is assumed. With respect to a given Cartesian coordinate system, the point in Ω whose
vector position is X deforms into the point whose position at time t is x = (X, t).

A direct notation is mainly employed in which, for example, the tensor gradient op-
erator with respect to the variable X is denoted by ∇ so that the components of the
deformation gradient F are Fij = (∇x)ij = ∂xi/∂Xj , where Xi, xi, i = 1, 2, 3, are the
cartesian components of the vectors X, x, respectively. The corresponding tensor diver-
gence operator is denoted by Div, while the tensor product of vectors a, b is indicated by
a⊗b, transposition by superscript T , and the unit tensor by I. There is no typographical
distinction between scalar, vector and tensor quantities, whose meaning should be clear
from the context. The inner product of vectors and tensors is denoted by AB = trABT ,
where tr is the trace operator. The set of deformation gradients having positive deter-
minant is denoted by M+, and a subscript comma indicates partial differentiation with
respect to the relevant variable.

The elastic material possesses a strain energy function W (F ) ∈ C1(M+, R) per unit
volume of Ω that is dependent only upon the deformation gradient F in view of the
assumed material homogeneity. The Piola-Kirchhoff stress tensor T is related to the
strain energy function by

T (F ) =
∂W

∂F
(F ). (2.1)

For the initial boundary value problem considered here, it is supposed that sufficiently
smooth solutions x(X, t) exist locally on some finite maximal time interval which by
appropriate rescaling of the time variable may be taken to be [0, 1]. In the absence of
body-forces the governing equations of motion satisfied by the smooth solution are

Div T (F ) = ρẍ, (X, t) ∈ Ω × [0, 1], (2.2)

where ρ is the suitably rescaled uniform mass density in the reference configuration and
a superposed dot indicates material time differentiation. The corresponding initial and
boundary conditions are given by

x(X, 0) = u(X), ẋ(X, 0) = v(X), X ∈ Ω, (2.3)

and

x(X, t) = g(X, t), (X, t) ∈ ∂Ω × [0, 1], (2.4)

for prescribed vector functions u, v, g.
Because it is assumed that x is sufficiently smooth, (2.2) may be multiplied by ẋ and

the resulting equation integrated over Ω × [0, 1] to obtain the balance of energy in the
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form ∫
Ω(t)

[
W (∇x) +

ρ

2
ẋẋ

]
dX =

∫ t

0

∮
∂Ω(η)

trT (∇x)ẋ ⊗ X dXdη

+
∫

Ω(0)

[
W (∇u) +

ρ

2
vv

]
dX, (2.5)

where here and throughout, the subscript Ω(t), for example, attached to an integral
signifies that the corresponding integrand is to be evaluated at time t.

The subsequent uniqueness proof depends in part upon an integral identity or con-
servation law which may be derived from relevant properties of the energy-momentum
(Eshelby) tensor defined by

B = FT T − (W − 1
2
ρẋẋ)I. (2.6)

Multiplication of (2.2) by F leads to the relation

Div B = ρ(FT ẋ)., (X, t) ∈ Ω × [0, 1], (2.7)

which, after further multipication by X, implies the identity

Div (XB
T ) − trB = ρX(FT ẋ)., (X, t) ∈ Ω × [0, 1]. (2.8)

Integration over Ω × [0, 1], substitution for B from (2.6) and subsequent rearrangement
then yields for t ∈ [0, 1]∫ t

0

∫
Ω(η)

[6W (F ) + 5ρxx,ηη] dXdη

= 3

[∫
Ω(t)

ρxẋ dX −
∫

Ω(0)

ρuv dX

]
+ 2

[∫
Ω(t)

ρXFT ẋ dX −
∫

Ω(0)

ρXFT ẋ dX

]

+ 2
∫ t

0

∫
∂Ω(η)

[tr TN ⊗ (x − XGradx) + NX(W (F ) − 1
2
ρx,ηx,η)] dSdη.

(2.9)

Identity (2.9), previously derived by Fletcher [11] for linear elastodynamics, is the
counterpart in elastodynamics of the conservation law which in elastostatics has been dis-
cussed by several authors including Chadwick [6], Eshelby [10], Green [13], Hill [14], and
Knowles and Sternberg [22]. Appropriate weak formulations are considered by Gelfand
and Fomin [12] (see also Ericksen [9] and Maugin [23]) using the variational calculus.
The elastostatic conservation law is employed by Knops and Stuart [21] to establish
uniqueness in the affine boundary value problem for nonlinear homogeneous elasticity on
a bounded star-shaped region.

Now let y(X, t) be a second smooth solution that satisfies (2.2) subject to the initial
and boundary conditions (2.3) and (2.4). Assume without loss of generality that the
maximal existence interval for y contains the unit interval [0, 1], and put

w(X, t) = x(X, t) − y(X, t), (X, t) ∈ Ω̄ × [0, 1], (2.10)
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where a superposed bar denotes closure. It easily follows that the smooth function w

satisfies

Div T (∇x) − Div T (∇ y) = ρẅ, (X, t) ∈ Ω × [0, 1], (2.11)

w(X, 0) = ẇ(X, 0) = 0, X ∈ Ω, (2.12)

w(X, t) = 0, (X, t) ∈ ∂Ω × [0, 1]. (2.13)

Identities satisfied by the function w required later are stated and proved in the next
lemma.

Lemma 2.1. The function w defined in (2.10) satisfies for t ∈ [0, 1] the identities∫
Ω(t)

[W (∇x)−W (∇ y) +
1
2
ρẇẇ] dX

= −
∫ t

0

∫
Ω(η)

[ρw,ηy,ηη + tr{T (∇x) − T (∇ y)}∇ y,η] dXdη (2.14)

and

5
∫ t

0

∫
Ω(η)

ρww,ηη dXdη = 3
∫

Ω(t)

ρwẇ dX + 2
∫

Ω(t)

ρtr∇wX ⊗ ẇ dX

− 6
∫ t

0

∫
Ω(η)

ρwy,ηη dXdη − 2
∫ t

0

∫
Ω(η)

tr[T (∇x) − T (∇ y)][(X∇)∇ y] dXdη

− 2
∫ t

0

∫
Ω(η)

ρtr∇ y,ηηw ⊗ X dXdη − 6G1(t) + 2G2(t), (2.15)

where

G1(t) =
∫ t

0

∫
Ω(η)

[W (∇x) − W (∇ y)] dXdη, (2.16)

G2(t) =
∫ t

0

∫
∂Ω(η)

{NX[W (∇x) − W (∇ y)] − trT (∇x)(X∇w) ⊗ N} dSdη. (2.17)

Proof. Identity (2.14) is established by subtraction of the respective energy balances
(2.5) for the solutions x and y, followed by an integration by parts and the use of (2.11)
– (2.13).

The second identity (2.15) is obtained by subtraction of the respective integral iden-
tities (2.9) for x and y. �

3. Further properties. Here we introduce the function H(t) in terms of which the
proofs of uniqueness are developed, and discuss relevant properties.

Definition 3.1. The function H(t) for t ∈ [0, 1] is given by

H(t) =
∫ t

0

∫
Ω(η)

ρww dXdη + β(t + t0)2, (3.1)

where β, t0 are positive constants to be determined, and w(t) is given by (2.10).
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It may easily be proved that the following equivalent representations hold for the first
and second derivatives of H(t):

Ḣ(t) =
∫

Ω(t)

ρww dX + 2β(t + t0) (3.2)

= 2
∫ t

0

∫
Ω(η)

ρww,η dXdη + 2β(t + t0), (3.3)

Ḧ(t) = 2
∫

Ω(t)

ρwẇ dX + 2β (3.4)

= 2
∫ t

0

∫
Ω(η)

ρ[w,ηw,η + ww,ηη] dXdη + 2β. (3.5)

An alternative expression to (3.5) for Ḧ(t), obtained from the identities presented in
Lemma 2.1, is given by

Ḧ(t) = 4
∫ t

0

∫
Ω(η)

ρw,ηw,η dXdη + 2
∫

Ω(t)

ρtr∇wẇ ⊗ X dX

− 8G1(t) + 2G2(t) − 2G3(t) + 2G4(t) + 2β, t ∈ [0, 1], (3.6)

where G1(t) and G2(t) are defined in (2.16) and (2.17), and

G3(t) =
∫ t

0

∫
Ω(η)

ρ[(t − η)y,ηηw,η + 4y,ηηw + (X∇)y,ηηw] dXdη, (3.7)

G4(t) =
∫ t

0

∫
Ω(η)

tr[(t − η)∇ y,η − (X∇)∇ y][T (∇x) − T (∇ y)] dXdη, (3.8)

for t ∈ [0, 1].
We next prove that the function H(t) satisfies a second order differential inequality.

Proposition 3.2 (Differential inequality). Let α > 1 be an otherwise arbitrary constant.
The function H(t) for t ∈ [0, 1] satisfies the differential inequality

H(t)Ḧ(t)+(α − 1)Ḣ(t)2 ≤ H(t)[2β(2α − 1) + 2
∫

Ω(t)

ρtr∇wẇ ⊗ X dX

− 8(1 + α)G1(t) + 2G2(t) − 2G5(t) + 2G6(t)], (3.9)

where G1(t) and G2(t) are defined by (2.16) and (2.17), and

G5(t) = 4α

∫ t

0

∫
Ω(η)

ρ(t − η)y,ηηw,η dXdη + G3(t), (3.10)

G6(t) = 4α

∫ t

0

∫
Ω(η)

(t − η)tr∇ y,η[T (∇x) − T (∇ y)] dXdη + G4(t), (3.11)

with G3 and G4 given by (3.7) and (3.8).

Proof. In the identity

Ḣ2(t) = 4[{
∫ t

0

∫
Ω(η)

ρww dXdη+β(t+t0)2}{
∫ t

0

∫
Ω(η)

ρw,ηw,η dXdη+β}−S2(t)], (3.12)
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where

S2(t) = [
∫ t

0

∫
Ω(η)

ρww dXdη + β(t + t0)2][
∫ t

0

∫
Ω(η)

ρw,ηw,η dXdη + β]

− [
∫ t

0

∫
Ω(η)

ρww,η dXdη + β(t + t0)]2, (3.13)

we have by Schwarz’s inequality that S2 ≥ 0, and therefore after noting (3.1) we are led
to

H(t)Ḧ(t)+(α−1)Ḣ2(t) ≤ H(t)Ḧ(t)+4(α−1)H(t){
∫ t

0

∫
Ω(η)

ρw,ηw,η dXdη+β}, (3.14)

since α > 1, and where t ∈ [0, 1]. On the right side of (3.14) we replace Ḧ(t) by its
expression (3.6)) and use the energy balance (2.14) to obtain (3.9). �

This completes the assembly of preliminary material, and we now proceed to the
discussion of uniqueness.

4. Uniqueness in the affine problem. In this section, we suppose that the strain-
energy function W satisfies generalised convexity conditions, and we consider uniqueness
for the affine initial displacement boundary value problem on a star-shaped bounded
region Ω for solutions in a stipulated class of bounded smooth functions on Ω × [0, 1].
The affine data, convexity and star-shaped conditions are successively relaxed in the next
section.

We include for completeness definitions of the generalised convexity conditions that
the strain-energy function W is assumed to satisfy. Comprehensive discussions of these
and related concepts are presented in, for example, [1], [2], [3], and [24].

Definition 4.1 (Quasi-convexity). The function W ∈ C(M+, R) is quasi-convex at
(constant) A ∈ M+ if and only if∫

D

W (A + ∇ ξ(X)) dX ≥
∫

D

W (A) dX (4.1)

for all nonempty open bounded subsets D ⊆ R3 and all Lipschitz continuous functions ξ

that vanish on ∂D such that A + ∇ ξ(X) ∈ M+, X ∈ D.
Definition 4.2 (Strict quasi-convexity). The function W is strictly quasi-convex at

A ∈ M+ if and only if equality holds in (4.1) only when ξ = 0.
Definition 4.3. The function W ∈ C(M+, R) is (strictly) quasi-convex if and only

if W is (strictly) quasi-convex at A for all A ∈ M+.
Definition 4.4 (Rank-one convexity). The function W ∈ C(M+, R) is rank-one

convex at A ∈ M+ if and only if

W (A + µa ⊗ b) ≤ µW (A + a ⊗ b) + (1 − µ)W (A) (4.2)

for all a ∈ R, b ∈ R such that A + µa ⊗ b ∈ M+ where µ ∈ [0, 1].
Definition 4.5 (Strict rank-one convexity). The function W ∈ C(M+, R) is strictly

rank-one convex at A ∈ M+ if and only if W is rank-one convex at A and equality in
(4.2) holds only when either a ⊗ b = 0 or µ(1 − µ) = 0.
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When W ∈ C1(M+, R) is rank-one convex at A, the limit µ → 0 may be taken in (4.2),
which from the definition of a derivative and (2.1) immediately yields the inequality

W (A + a ⊗ b) ≥ W (A) + trT (A)(b ⊗ a) (4.3)

for all A ∈ M+, a ∈ R3, b ∈ R3 such that A + a ⊗ b ∈ M+.
By a suitable translation of coordinates we may take the origin as the interior point

with respect to which the bounded region Ω is supposed star-shaped. Accordingly, we
have

N(X)X > 0, ∀X ∈ ∂Ω, (4.4)

where as already stated N(X) is the unit outward normal at the point X of ∂Ω.
Let us consider the affine displacement boundary problem whose initial and boundary

data (2.3) and (2.4) are affine. That is

u(X) = AX + c + t(BX + d), v(X) = BX + d, X ∈ Ω, (4.5)

and

g(X, t) = AX + c + t(BX + d), (X, t) ∈ ∂Ω × [0, 1], (4.6)

where A, B are constant 3 × 3 matrices with positive determinant, and c, d ∈ R3.
Although solutions for which uniqueness is established are assumed to exist and to

be locally smooth, we restrict our attention to those solutions that lie in the class C1

defined explicitly as follows:
Definition 4.6. The smooth functions f(X, t) belong to the class C1 if and only if

(a) W (∇ f) ∈ C1(M+, R), and (b) the following conditions are satisfied:

sup
t∈[0,1]

∫
Ω(t)

(∇ f ∇ f + ∇ ḟ ∇ḟ) dX ≤ M2
1 , (4.7)

sup
t∈[0,1]

∫
Ω(t)

trT (∇ f)TT (∇ f) dX ≤ M2
2 , (4.8)

where M1, M2 are prescribed constants, and T (∇ f) is given by the equation correspond-
ing to (2.1).

Remark 4.7. In the constraint (4.7) the first term on the left may be omitted, and
instead an inequality is used that is derived as follows. From the identity∫

Ω(t)

∇f∇f dX = 2
∫ t

0

∫
Ω(η)

∇f∇f,η dXdη +
∫

Ω(0)

∇f∇f dX,

we employ the arithmetic-geometric mean inequality to obtain∫
Ω(t)

∇f∇f dX ≤ 1
2

∫ t

0

∫
Ω(η)

∇f∇f dXdη+2
∫ t

0

∫
Ω(η)

∇f,η∇f,η dXdη+
∫

Ω(0)

∇f∇f dX.

(4.9)
Integration of the last inequality with respect to t ∈ [0, 1] leads to the bound∫ t

0

∫
Ω(η)

∇f∇f dXdη ≤ 4
∫ t

0

∫
Ω(η)

∇f,η∇f,η dXdη + 2
∫

Ω(0)

∇f∇f dX, (4.10)
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and then elimination of the first term on the right of (4.9) by means of (4.10) yields∫
Ω(t)

∇f∇f dX ≤ 4
∫ t

0

∫
Ω(η)

∇f,η∇f,η dXdη + 2
∫

Ω(0)

∇f∇f dX

≤ 4M2
1 + 2

∫
Ω(0)

∇f∇f dX, (4.11)

which is the required alternative bound.
We now have

Theorem 4.8. Let Ω be star-shaped with respect to an interior point so that (4.4)
holds. Let x(X, t) : Ω̄ × [0, 1] → R

3 be a smooth solution corresponding to a strain
energy function W ∈ C2(M+, R) that is quasi-convex at A + tB for all t ∈ [0, 1], and
strictly rank-one convex. Then in the class C1, the unique solution to the affine initial
displacement boundary problem for affine data (4.5) and (4.6) is given by

y(X, t) = AX + c + t(BX + d), (X, t) ∈ Ω̄ × [0, 1]. (4.12)

Proof. Assume that the result is false and that x(X, t) 	= y(X, t) is a second solution
in the class C1 satisfying the given affine initial and boundary conditions. Introduce
the function H(t) defined by (3.1) in terms of w(X, t) = x(X, t) − y(X, t) 	≡ 0, (X, t) ∈
Ω × [0, 1]. Then H(t) satisfies the differential inequality (3.9).

By virtue of the assumption that W is quasi-convex at A + tB, we have from (2.16)
and (4.1) that G1(t) ≥ 0, and the assumption that W is strictly rank-one convex implies
from (2.17) and (4.3) that G2(t) < 0. Furthermore, it easily follows from (4.12) that
G5(t) vanishes identically. Consequently, inequality (3.9) reduces to

HḦ + (α − 1)Ḣ2 < H[2β(2α − 1) + 2G6(t) + 2
∫

Ω(t)

ρtr∇wẇ ⊗ X dX]. (4.13)

We separately consider the second and third terms in parenthesis on the right of the
last inequality. It follows from (4.12) and (4.8) that (3.11) becomes

G6 = (1 + 4α)
∫ t

0

∫
Ω(η)

(t − η)trB(T (∇x) − T (∇ y)) dXdη (4.14)

≤ Q1,

where

Q1 = (1 + 4α)[
2
3
trBBT M2

2 ]
1
2 . (4.15)

With respect to the third term, an integration by parts followed by appeal to Schwarz’s
inequality, and (3.3) yields∫

Ω(t)

ρtr∇wẇ ⊗ X dX = −3
∫

Ω(t)

ρwẇ dX −
∫

Ω(t)

ρtr∇ẇw ⊗ X dX

≤
(∫

Ω(t)

ρww dX

) 1
2

[
3(

∫
Ω(t)

ρẇẇ dX)
1
2 + R(

∫
Ω(t)

ρ∇ẇ∇ẇ dX)
1
2

]

< Ḣ
1
2 Q2(λ, R, M1), (4.16)
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where the positive constant Q2 is given by

Q2 = 2
√

2ρM1[3λ− 1
2 + R], (4.17)

in which λ is the first eigenvalue of the fixed membrane problem on Ω, and

R2 = sup
Ω

XX. (4.18)

Consequently, inequality (4.13) becomes

HḦ + (α − 1)Ḣ2 < H[2Ḣ
1
2 Q2 + 2Q1 + 2β(2α − 1)], (4.19)

which after an application of the arithmetic-mean geometric mean inequality gives

HḦ + (α − 1)Ḣ2 < γHḢ + H[Q2
2/γ + 2Q1 + 2β(2α − 1)], (4.20)

where γ is an arbitrary positive constant.
For each selected value of the constants γ and α we now set

t20 > 2(2α − 1), β ≥ Q2
2/γ + 2Q1

[t20 − 2(2α − 1)]
, (4.21)

so that

Q2
2/γ + 2Q1 + 2β(2α − 1) ≤ βt20 (4.22)

≤ β(t + t0)2 (4.23)

< H(t) (4.24)

by (3.1) and the assumed nonidentical vanishing of w. Accordingly, from (4.20) we
conclude that

HḦ + (α − 1)Ḣ2 < γHḢ + H2, t ∈ [0, 1], (4.25)

which on setting z(t) = Hα(t) may alternatively be written

z̈ < γż + αz, t ∈ [0, 1], (4.26)

or

2[2z̈ + (−γ ± δ)ż] < (γ ± δ)[2ż + (−γ ± δ)z], t ∈ [0, 1], (4.27)

where

δ =
√

γ2 + 4α. (4.28)

Integration of (4.27) and reversion to the function H(t) leads to the following inequality
for t ∈ [0, 1]:(

t

t0
+ 1

)2

< exp
γt

2α

[
cosh

δt

2

(
1 − γ

δ
tanh

δt

2

)
+

2α

δt0
sinh

δt

2

] 1
α

. (4.29)

For each α and γ suitable values of t0 and t can be selected to obtain a contradiction
from (4.29). For example, we may take γ = 0.1, α = 1.1, t0 = 1.55, and t = 0.0155. We
conclude that w ≡ 0 on a sufficiently small time interval, and so by iteration w ≡ 0 on
the whole interval [0, 1]. This completes the proof of the theorem. �
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5. Alternative conditions for uniqueness. Several conditions stipulated in The-
orem 4.8 may be relaxed, provided the admissible solutions are further restricted to lie
in the class C2 defined by:

Definition 5.1. The smooth functions f(X, t) : Ω × [0, 1] → R3 belong to the class
C2 if and only they are in the class C1 and the following additional bounds are satisfied:

sup
t∈[0,1]

∫
Ω(t)

[tr(∇∇ f)(∇∇ f)T + f,ηηf,ηη + ∇ f,ηη∇ f,ηη] dX ≤ M2
3 , (5.1)

sup
t∈[0,1]

∫
Ω(t)

|W (∇f)| dX ≤ M2
4 , (5.2)

where M3, M4 are prescribed constants.
The proof of Theorem 4.8 may now be adapted to establish a second uniqueness result.

Theorem 5.2. The initial displacement boundary value problem (2.2)–(2.4) posseses at
most one solution in the class C2 subject to the strain energy function W ∈ C2(M+, R)
being strictly rank-one convex, and Ω being star-shaped with respect to an interior point.

Proof. Assume the theorem is false and let x(X, t) : Ω × [0, 1] → R3 and y(X, t) :
Ω × [0, 1] → R3 be two locally smooth distinct solutions to the initial displacement
boundary value problem (2.2)–(2.4) in the class C2. Set w(X, t) = x(X, t) − y(X, t) 	≡
0, (X, t) ∈ Ω × [0, 1] and consider the function H(t), defined in (3.1), which accordingly
satisfies the differential inequality (3.9). The second term on the right of this inequality
may be treated as in the previous section and consequently satisfies the bound (4.16),
while by virtue of the star-shaped property of Ω and the strict rank-conexity of W we
have G2(t) < 0. For the remaining terms on the right of (3.9) we appeal to the bounds
(4.7), (4.8), (5.1), and (5.2) which by means of operations similar to those used in the
proof of Theorem 4.8 leads to

− G1(t) ≤ 2M2
4 , (5.3)

G5(t) ≤ ρM1M3

[
2(4α + 1) + (6 + R)λ− 1

2

]
≡ Q3(ρ, α, λ, R, M1, M3), (5.4)

G6(t) ≤ 2M2

[
2(4α + 1)2M2

1 + R2M2
3

] 1
2

≡ Q4(α, R, M2, M3). (5.5)

Consequently, (3.9) becomes

HḦ + (α − 1)Ḣ2 < H
[
2Ḣ

1
2 Q2 + 16(α + 1)M2

4 + 2Q3 + 2Q4 + 2β(2α − 1)
]
, (5.6)

which is of the same form as (4.19), and the proof may be completed as before. �
Remark 5.3 (A further restriction). The proof of the previous theorem reveals that

the properties of a star-shaped region and of rank-one convexity are nonessential since
the arguments remain valid provided only that G2 is suitably bounded. This may be
achieved by supposing that on ∂Ω we have |NX| ≤ M5, a prescribed positive constant,
and that the deformation is sufficiently smooth to permit extension of the bounds (4.7),
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(4.8) and (5.2) to Ω̄ × [0, 1]. It then follows by Schwarz’s inequality that

G2(t) ≤ 2M2
4 M2

5 + RM1M2 ≡ Q5, t ∈ [0, 1], (5.7)

so that the right side of (5.6) is modified by the addition of the term 2Q5 within the
square brackets. The conclusion then follows as previously.

Remark 5.4. The conclusion of Remark 5.1 indicates that the initial displacement
boundary value problem of nonlinear elastodyamics possesses at most one locally smooth
solution provided only that certain bounds on the solution are satisfied. Neither a star-
shaped region nor generalised convexity of the strain energy is required. Such conditions
align the result with the corresponding one for linear elastodynamics which requires
only existence of a strain-energy function (cf. [19] or [4], [5], and [18]) without any
sign-definiteness assumptions. The conditions are also similar to those required for the
stablisation of an otherwise ill-posed problem (cf. [16]).

Acknowledgement. The author is grateful to Professor C. M. Dafermos for an advanced
copy of Chapter V from the second edition of his book [8].
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